
Chocks and Copper Trenails

For those of you who have not used chocks, read TFFM or look up other methods.
 WARNING --Those other methods result in the chocks being a strengthening part 
of the frame and THIS DOES NOT.

The way I do it is fast but  only good as decoration. This way necessitates being 
careful with the frames until they are firmly mounted on the keel.

 The raw stock is cut wider than the chock is long. Make extra, you will need them. 
You can cut them off as you use them. Remember that there are two sizes of chocks but 
you can make them all the larger size and trim them as you install them.

Preparing the stock makes use of a tapered block and fence clamped to the 
thickness sander base. The block is tapered at 18 degrees which matches the angle of the 
chock as seen on the plans. Pass your stock through the sander gradually thinning it 
down and producing an angle to the center of the stock. Then reverse your stock and do 
the other side. 

Each futtock has either one or two chock slots and you can carve them or mill 
them. I chose the mill, since I needed some justification for it's purchase many years 
ago, to see how a soft wood like basswood machines. Chisel, knife etc can be used.

Using the mill necessitates a setup and accurate mounting of the futtock to be 
milled, a certain care in selecting the cutter speed and a good hand on the mill controls. 
You  mount and level each futtock and adjust the milling table to be the correct position 
for milling. I decided to use a gauge to set-up and not fool with the milling height 

Illustration 1: Sander Setup Illustration 2: Finished Chock Stock



adjustment. The gauge was a piece of 1/8” brass from the scrap box. 

Then do the cutting. Notice that since I set things up this way the inboard (left in 
this case) edge is not tilted like the plans call for. If you cut them by hand you could 
have the corner correct. Perpendicular to the outside face of the futtock.
 

The next step is the usual gluing of futtocks. Then a chock is cut fat to the opening 
necessary and installed. This method results in a key stone shaped chock opening and 
has the chocks inserted from the side. If you want you can file the inboard edge 
perpendicular to the outer face and gain a chock that can be fit easier(?).

My model is completely copper fastened (Yes that is not traditional, but it's my 
model!) I use 1”scale copper wire for these trenails, and some larger in other places. 
Copper wire is soft and needs to be hardened up to make cutting and inserting it 
possible.

Illustration 4: Set-up Gauge in Place Illustration 3: Set-op Guage out of the way

Illustration 5: Milled Chock recess in 
futtock



I 'work harden' the wire by twisting. I place a piece of wire about 24” long in my 
vise, strip off the insulation, and mount the other end in a drill. Spin the drill for a while 
and the wire will show a twist. You will get a feel for how long to spin it. 

I made up a bunch and stored them in a tube.

Drill the holes for the trenails in the chocks. I used a gauge to mark the holes and 
then drilled them.

Inserting the wire is next and I had a problem until I checked one of my dikes and 
notice it had a small flat area at the rear of the throat. I should be visible in the first shot 
below. I can place the wire in that slot for installation and then I already have the cutter 
in hand. 

Illustration 6: Hardening wire



Dip the end of the wire in glue, insert and clip both ends, sand it smooth and this 
is the result.

You will notice that the frames are pretty rough. I prefer to leave them rough, 
finishing just the places necessary to fit the keel and jig, until they are all completed. 

Illustration 7: Cutting Pliers showing flat 
slot

Illustration 8: Gripping Wire

Illustration 9: Finished Joint


